THE PERFECT WAVE?
Do Patients Care Who Makes Their Devices?
“I don’t think patients care that much about it, as long as
the outcome is high quality,” Snell says. “If we make a device
in-house, competitors claim they send it to a specialty lab
because only qualified people can do the job properly; if we
don’t make it ourselves and they do, they claim to have more
control over quality and accuracy in-house. It’s all in how
you spin it.”
“This is going to be one of the last barriers to fall in O&P,”
Brandt believes. “Most of our patients have no clue where
the device is fabricated, but surveys show their assumption
is that it’s somewhere else—of course. They’re aware that
dentists don’t make dentures themselves, and likewise, their
surgeon isn’t pounding the hip joint replacement out of
metal in his basement lab the night before surgery.
“The value proposition to the patient is in the care we
provide, the clinically sound device design, and the followthrough on outcomes measures.”
Best-in-Class Outsourced Manufacturing
It’s all about perception, Brandt says. The battle lines have
been drawn for so long, and convictions so strongly held by
those in favor and those opposed to increased use of central
fabrication that the term CFab or central fabrication itself is
outdated and doesn’t accurately define the process of manufacturing limbs and braces, he claims.
His solution is to spin the label into one more appealing—
as used by other professions: best-in-class outsourced
manufacturing.
“Best-in-class manufacturing implies that I’m vetting
people, and that I’m cutting some manufacturers out of the
loop once in a while because they don’t meet the standard,”
he explains.
On a related note, in a recent rebranding move, the former
Snell Prosthetic & Orthotic Laboratory changed its name to
Snell Prosthetics & Orthotics, de-emphasizing the laboratory
or fabrication aspect of its service.
In further advances toward creating a more professional
image, certain CFabs are standardizing their processes—
possibly in anticipation of a long-discussed potential move
by the federal government to implement manufacturing
standards and establish oversight, as has already been done
in the case of cranial remolding helmets.
“In anticipation of this oversight, these major fabrication
labs are working to institute procedures and standards that
encourage practitioners to recognize that their fabrication
results are consistent and reproducible,” Brandt notes,
reflecting that Ability’s practitioners, and ultimately patients,
benefit from the consistency and reliability of these products, and the security of knowing manufacturing standards
are in place. O&P EDGE
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